Community-based question answering (cQA) services have accumulated millions of questions and their answers over time. In the process of accumulation, cQA services assume that questions always have unique best answers. However, with an indepth analysis of questions and answers on cQA services, we find that the assumption cannot be true. According to the analysis, at least 78% of the cQA best answers are reusable when similar questions are asked again, but no more than 48% of them are indeed the unique best answers. We conduct the analysis by proposing taxonomies for cQA questions and answers. To better reuse the cQA content, we also propose applying automatic summarization techniques to summarize answers. Our results show that question-type oriented summarization techniques can improve cQA answer quality significantly.
Introduction
Community-based question and answering (cQA) service is becoming a popular type of search related activity. Major search engines around the world have rolled out their own versions of cQA service. Yahoo! Answers, Baidu Zhidao, and Naver Ji-Sik-In 1 are some examples. In general, a cQA service has the following workflow. First, a question is posted by the asker in a cQA service and then people in the community can answer the question. After enough number of answers are collected, a best answer can be chosen by the asker or voted by the community. The resulting question and answer archives are large knowledge repositories and can be used to complement online search. For example, Naver's Ji-Sik-In (Knowledge iN) has accumulated about 70 million entries 2 . In an ideal scenario, a search engine can serve similar questions or use best answers as search result snippets when similar queries are submitted. To support such applications, we have to assume the best answers from cQA services are good and relevant answers for their pairing questions. However, the assumption might not be true as exemplified by the following examples. Two different best answers were chosen by the same asker due to non-overlapping of answers. Table 2 shows another example, it asks about "the coming birthdays of stars". The best answer chosen by the asker is very good because it provides useful URL information where the asker can find her answers. However, other answers listed a variety of birthdays of stars that also answered the question. These two examples indicate that the conventional cQA policy of allowing askers or voters to choose best answers might be working fine with the purpose of cQA but it might not be a good one if we want to reuse these best answers without any post-processing.
To find out what might be the alternatives to the best answers, we first carried out an in-depth analysis of cQA data by developing taxonomies for questions and answers. Then we propose summarizing answers in a consideration of question type, as the alternative to the best answers. For example, for the 'actress voice' question, a summary of different people's opinions ranked by popularity might be a better way for expressing the question's answers. Similar to the 'actress voice' question, the 'celebrity birthday' question does not have a fix set of answers but is different from the 'actress voice' question that its answers are facts not opinions. For fact-based open ended questions, combining different answers will be useful for reuse of those answers.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. We review related work in Section 2. We develop a framework for answer type taxonomy in Section 3 and a cQA question taxonomy in Section 4. Section 5 presents methods to summarize cQA answers. Finally, we conclude this paper and discuss future work in Section 6.
Related Work
Previous research on cQA (community-based Question and Answering) domain focused on three major areas: (1) how to find similar questions given a new question (Jeon et al. 2005a; Jeon et al., 2005b) , (2) how to find experts given a community network (Liu et al., 2005; Jurczyk & Agichtein, 2007) , and (3) how to measure answer quality and its effect on question retrieval. The third area of focus is the most relevant to our research. Jeon et al. (2006) 's work on assessing cQA answer quality is one typical example. They found that about 1/3 of the answers among the 1,700 Q&A pairs from Naver.com cQA data have quality problems and approximately 1/10 of them have bad answers 3 . They used 13 nontextual features and trained a maximum entropy model to predict answer quality. They showed that retrieval relevance was significantly improved when answer quality measure was integrated in a log likelihood retrieval model.
As mentioned in Section 1, cQA services provide an alternative way for users to find information online. Questions posted on cQA sites should reflect users' needs as queries submitted to search engines do. Broder (2002) proposed that search queries can be classified into three categories, i.e. navigational, informational, and transactional. Ross and Levinson (2004) suggested a more elaborated taxonomy with five more subcategories for informational queries and four more subcategories for resource (transactional) queries. In open-domain question answering research that automatic systems are required to extract exact answers from a text database given a set of factoid questions (Voorhees and M. Ellen, 2003) , all top performing systems had incorporated question taxonomies (Hovy et al., 2001; Moldovan et al., 2000; Lytinen et al., 2002; Jijkoun et al., 2005 Automatic summarization of cQA answers is one of the main focuses of this paper. We propose that summarization techniques (Hovy and Lin, 1999; Lin and Hovy, 2002) can be used to create cQA answer summaries for different question types. Creating an answer summary given a question and its answers can be seen as a multidocument summarization task. We simply replace documents with answers and apply these techniques to generate the answer summary. The task has been one of the main tasks the Document Understanding Conference 5 since 2004. Table 6 ).
A Framework for Answer Type

Question-Type Oriented Answer Summarization
Since the BAs for at least half of questions do not cover all useful information of other answers, it is better to adopt post-processing techniques such as answer summarization for better reuse of the BAs. As observed in the previous sections, answer types can be basically predicted by question type. Thus, in this section, we propose to use multi-document summarization (MDS) techniques for summarizing answers according to question type. Here we assume that question type can be determined automatically. In the following sub-sections, we will focus on the summarization of answers to open or opinion questions as they occupy more than half of the cQA questions.
Open Questions
Algorithm: For open questions, we follow typical MDS procedure: topic identification, interpretation & fusion, and then summary generation (Hovy and Lin, 1999; Lin and Hovy, 2002) . Table 7 describes the algorithm.
1. Employ the clustering algorithm on answers 2. Extract the noun phrases in each cluster, using a shallow parser. 3. For each cluster and each label (or noun phrase), calculate the score by using the Relevance Scoring Function:
Where θ is the cluster, w is the word, l is the label or noun phrase, C is the background context which is composed of 5,000 questions in the same category, p(·) is conditional probability, PMI(·) is pointwise mutual information, and D(·) is KL-divergence 4. Extract the key answer which contains the noun phrase that has the highest score in each cluster 5. Rank these key answers by cluster size and present the results. Table 7 . Summarization Algorithm(Open-Type)
In the first step, we use a bottom-up approach for clustering answers to do topic identification. Initially, each answer forms a cluster. Then we combine the most similar two clusters as a new cluster if their similarity is higher than a threshold. This process is repeated until no new clusters can be formed. For computing similarities, we regard the highest cosine similarity of two sentences from two different clusters as the similarity of the two clusters. Then we extract salient noun phrases, i.e. cluster labels, from each cluster using the first-order relevance scoring function proposed by Mei et al. (2007) , (step 2,3 in Table 7 ). In the fusion phase (step 4), these phrases are then used to rank answers within their cluster. Finally in the generation phase (step 5), we present the summarized answer by extracting the most important answer in every cluster and sort them according to the cluster size where they come from.
Case Example: 
Opinion Questions
Algorithm: For opinion questions, a comprehensive investigation of this topic would be beyond the scope of this paper since this is still a field under active development (Wiebe et al., 2003; Kim and Hovy, 2004) . We build a simple yet novel opinion-focused answer summarizer which provides a global view of all answers. We divide opinion questions into two subcategories. One is sentiment-oriented question that asks the sentiment about something, for example, "what do you think of …". The other is list-oriented question that intends to get a list of answers and see what item is the most popular.
For sentiment-oriented questions, askers care about how many people support or against something. We use an opinion word dictionary 7 , a cue phrase list, a simple voting strategy, and some heuristic rules to classify the sentences into Support, Neutral, or Against category and use the overall attitude with key sentences to build summarization. For list-oriented questions, a simple counting algorithm that tallies different answers of questions together with their supporting votes would be good answer summaries. Details of the algorithm are shown in Table 9 , 10.
Case Example: Table 11 presents the summarization result of an sentiment-oriented question, it asks "whether it is strange for a 16-year child to talk to a teddy bear?", the BA is a negative response. However, if we consider all answers, 7 Inquirer dictionary http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer. we find that half of the answers agree but another half of them disagree. The distribution of different sentiments is similar as MSA. Table 12 shows the summarization result of a list-oriented question, the question asks "what is the best sci-fi movie?" The BA just gives one choice "Independence day" while the summarized answer gives a list of best sci-fi movies with the number of supporting vote. Though it is not complete compared with MSA, it contains most of the options which has highest votes among all answers.
1. Employ the same cluster procedure of Open-Type question. 2. If an answer begins with negative cue phrase (e.g. "No, it isn't" etc.), it is annotated as Against. If a response begins with positive cue phrase (e.g. "Yes, it is" etc.), it is annotated as Support. 3. For a clause, if number of positive sentiment word is larger than negative sentiment word, the sentiment of the clause is Positive. Otherwise, the sentiment of the clause is Negative. 4. If there are negative indicators such as "don't/never/…" in front of the clause, the sentiment should be reversed. 5. If number of negative clauses is larger than number of positive clauses, the sentiment of the answer is Negative. Otherwise, the sentiment of the answer is Positive. 6. Denote the sentiment value of question as s(q), the sentiment value of an answer as s(a), and then the final sentiment of the answer is logical AND of s(q) and s(a) 7. Present key sentiments with attitude label Table 9 . Summarization Algorithm (Sentiment-Opinion)
1. Segment the answers into sentences 2. Cluster sentences by using similar process in open-type 3. For each cluster, choose the key sentence based on mutual information between itself and other sentences within the cluster 4. Rank the key sentences by the cluster size and present them ogether with votes Table 10 . Summarization Algorithm (ListOpinion) Table 12 . Summary of List-Opinion Question
Experiments
Information Content: To evaluate the effectiveness of automatic summarization, we use the information content criterion for comparing ASA with BA. It focuses on whether ASA or BA contains more useful information to the question. Information point is used in the evaluation. Usually, one kind of solution for open questions or one kind of reason for opinion questions can contribute one information point. By summing all information points in both ASA and BA, we then can compare which one contains more information. Intuitively, longer texts would contain more information. Thus, when comparing the information content, we limit the length of ASA with several levels to do the evaluation. Take question in Table 8 as an example, the BA just gives one software, which contributes one information point while the ASA lists three kinds of software which contributes three information points. Thus, ASA is considered better than BA.
For each question, we generate 100%, 150%, and 200% BA word-length ASAs. Three annotators are asked to determine whether an ASA is better than, equal to, or worse than its corresponding BA in terms of information content. Voting strategy is used to determine the final label. If three labels are all different, it is labeled as Unknown. We extract 163 open questions and 121 opinion questions from all four categories by using final question category labels mentioned in Section 4. To make meaningful comparison, questions having unique answers or having only one answer are excluded. After the removal, there are 104 open questions and 99 opinion questions left for comparison. The results are shown in Table 13 .
We are encouraged by the evaluation results that our automatic summarization methods generate better coverage of contents in most of the cases at every answer summary length. We observe a big difference between 100% and 150% answer summaries. It should not be a surprise since a 150% answer summary contains 50% more content than its corresponding BA. While at the 100% length, we still have about 30% ASAs better than BA. Questions which have better ASA than BA usually have a long BA but with little information. Table 13 . Evaluation by Information Content Q Why wont japanese characters burn onto the DVD? BA man, the answers here are too stupid for hteir own.You are creating a DVD on Western Platform. I take it, you are using an OS that is in English?In order to "view" japanese as part of your filenames, you need your operating system to accept Japanese coding (characters).If you are using Windows, then you will need ot isntall the Japanese character Set for your operating system If you are using MacOS . i have no idea. 100% ASA The dvd writer Probably because your burner, the DVD writer, doesn't support double bytes code, such as Japanese, Korean, and Chinese. Check the supporting language of your software. Or change all the file name in single byte code, like alphabets. man, the answers here are too stupid for hteir own. You are creating a DVD on Western Platform. I take it, you are using an OS that is in English? Table 14 . Examples of 100% ASA Readability: Besides the information content, we would also like to study the readability of automatic summarized answers. 10 questions (each from open and opinion category) are extracted and we make both manual summarized answer (MSA) and automatic summarized answer (ASA) for comparison with BA. We used the information content (INFO) and readability (READ) criteria for evaluation. The readability is judged basically by the time for understanding. We make two kinds of comparison: ASA vs. BA and MSA vs. BA. The first one is used to judge whether the current summarization method is better than current cQA scenario. The second one is used as an expectation for how much the summarization methods can be better than BA.
For ASA vs. BA, the results in Table 15 show that all the annotators agree ASAs providing more information content but not being with satisfying readability. For MSA vs. BA, better results in readability can be achieved as Table 16 . This suggests that the proposed approach can succeed as more sophisticated summarization techniques are developed. 
Open
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have carried out a comprehensive analysis of the question types in communitybased question answering (cQA) services and have developed taxonomies for questions and answers. We find that questions do not always have unique best answers. Open and opinion questions usually have multiple good answers. They occupied about 56%~83% and most of their best answers can be improved. By using question type as a guide, we propose applying automatic summarization techniques to summarization answers or improving cQA best answers through answer editing. Our results show that customized question-type focused summarization techniques can improve cQA answer quality significantly.
Looking into the future, we are to develop automatic question type identification methods to fully automate answer summarization. Furthermore, we would also like to utilize more sophisticated summarization techniques to improve content compaction and readability.
